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Abstract
A scheme of teleportation of an arbitrary two-particle state is presented when two pairs of entangled particles are
used as quantum channels. After the Bell state measurements are operated by the sender, the original state with
deterministic probability can be reconstructed by the receiver when a corresponding unitary transformation is followed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recently years, much attention has been paid to quantum teleportation both theoretically and experimentally due
to its important applications in quantum communication and quantum computation'9. In the process of quantum
teleportation, an unknown two-particle state, or a qubit is transmitted from a sender (Alice) to a receiver (Bob) via a
quantum channel with the help ofsome classical information. In the original scheme proposed by Bennett et al.', such a
quantum channel is presented by a maximally entangled Bell state. Experimental realizations of teleportation were
presented with the polarization photon2 and a single coherent mode of field3 in optical systems. The quantum
teleportation of a two-particle entangled state by using a three-particle Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state4 as a
quantum channel has been proposed5. Other schemes for teleportation of a two-particle entangled state via either a
three-particle non-maximally entangled state or two non-maximally entangled particle pairs were also proposed68.
Recently, a scheme for the teleportation of an arbitrary two-particle state was presented in Ref.9. In their scheme, two
non-maximally entangled particle pairs are used as a quantum channel, and the probability of successful teleportation is
determined by the smaller coefficients ofthe two entangled pairs.
In this letter, the teleportation of an arbitrary two-particle state via two entangled particle pairs is investigated. As
the most general pure state, an arbitrary state ofa two-particle system includes all kinds oftwo-particle states, no matter
whether they are entangled. In our scheme, two maximally entangled particle pairs are used as quantum channels. After
the sender (Alice) operates the Bell state measurements, the receiver (Bob) performs a corresponding unitary
transformation followed by a measurement to reconstruct the original state with deterministic probability.
2. THEORY
An arbitrary two-particle state to be teleported can be expressed as
I)12 =aJOO)12 +bOl)12 +cJlO)12 +dJll)12 (1)
where al2 + lb!2 + cl2 + Id2 = I , and O)12,1()12,I)12,1l 1)12J 1 the basis of a four dimensional Hilbert space.
The state is unknown to Alice. Without losing generality, we suppose the two entangled pairs shared by Alice
and Bob are in the following states, respectively,
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)34 =(I°)34 Hh1)34) (2)
)56 +11 1)56)
where cL ) and qJ+ ) are one of the four Bell states of entangled particles 3, 4 and 5, 6 respectively.
Particles 1, 2, 3 and 5 belong to the sender Alice, while particles 4 and 6 belong to the receiver Bob. Initially, the state
of the system can be written as follows ) = )12 )34 t}1+ ) Then, Alice operates a Bell-state measurement of
particles 1 and 3. The state ofparticles 2, 4, 5 and 6 collapses into one ofthe following states,
K i3P)=±_(aIoo) + bIlO)cIOl) dli 1))24(IOO) + Ji1))56 (4)
K i3)=(-a1ol)-bIl l)±cJOO) (5)
Subsequently, Alice measures the Bell-state of particles 2 and 5. There are probably 16 kinds of outcomes,
K 25 13 ) = (aI 01) + bj00) I 1) dI 1O))46 (6)
K- 25( 13w) 1(aIO1)-bIOO)cll 1)±dIlO))46
K 25( 13w) =1(aIOO) + bJOl) cIlO) dli 1))46 (8)
K
-
25 13 ) = (aI00) - bj01) ci 0) dI 1 1))46 (9)
K 25 (± 13 ) = (-aj 1 1) - bI1 0) c oi) dJOO)46 (I 0)
K
-
25 ) = 1) + bj 10) Cl 0 1) dj 00))46 (11)
K 25 13 ) = (—at 10) - bI1 1) ci00) dI 1))46 (12)
K
-
25 ) = (—a!10) + bI I 1) Cf 00) dl 01))46 ( I 3)
where the Bell states are
=*(I00)u
=*(l01)ii (14)
with U=13, 25.
After the measurement, Alice informs Bob of her measured results via a classical channel. Bob can reconstruct
the original state only by performing a unitary transformation on his particles 4 and 6. For instance, if Alice's first
measurement result is the state of the system collapses into 13), and the entanglement is established
between particles 2 and 4. Alice then measures the Bell-state of particles 2 and 5. If the measurement result is
the state of particles 4 and 6 collapses into the following state,( 25 = 1 (al 00) - hI 01)- 10)+ dl I l))46 (15)
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Namely, after two measurements, the entanglement among particles 1 and 2 disappears, the new entanglement among
particles 4 and 6 is set up, and the entanglement swapping occurs. Next, Alice informs Bob of her measured results by a
classical channel. According to Alice's measured results, Bob operates a unitary transformation
(Io)(i + I 1)(OI)4 ® (1 0X0I — 'X' I)o (16)
on Eq. (15). Thus entangled state in Eq. (1) can be reconstructed. Therefore, Alice successfully sends the unknown state
to Bob. It is evident that bob must operate relevant unitary transformation against Alice's different measured results.
Table I shows all different measured results by Alice and the corresponding unitary transformation by Bob.
Table 1 . Measured results by Alice and relevant unitary transformation by Bob.
Alice's measured results Bob's unitary transformation
IcJ: I Iq± I 13'1')\ l25\ I (JO)(OI 1Xl)4 ®(I°X'I+ I1XOI)6
Ic.t I /t:.t, I 13
'1')\ 125\ I (I O)(O I I i)(i1)4 ® (IOXI I — I IXO1)6
/l_P+ I /ct I 13
'1')\ 125\ I (1 0X0I I 'Xi 1)4 ® '6
ItlJ— I /c± I
13'1')\ 125\ I (l°X°l :: lXJ)4 ®(l°X°l l1Xhl)6(cil 1l\ 25 \ ' '1') (1 1X0 I — I 0X1 1)4 ® (I 'X° I + I o)(i 1)6
Ic.tr I Iq-' I 13 '')\ I25\ I (l l)(ol + I 0X1 J)4 ® (1 'X°l — I 01)6
/lT.+ I Iq' I 13'4')\ 125\ I (±l1)(Ol—lO)(1l)4 ®'6
/'.IJ— I Iq' 13'1')\ 125\ (l1X01 + l0)(114 ® (1°X°1 + 11X11)6
3. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have proposed a scheme for the teleportation of an arbitrary two-particle state via entanglement
swapping. In this scheme, the quantum channel is composed oftwo maximally entangled particle pairs shared by sender
(Alice) and receiver (Bob). Synthesizing all kinds Of 16 conditions, the total probability of successful teleportation
equals one. This means that complete teleportation can be realized by our method. Finally, it should be mentioned that
we can select any Bell state as the quantum channel and the method in this letter can, in principle, be generalized to a
k-particle system (k>2).
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